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Dear Readers,
Welcome to the second edition of this academic year’s Murmur. We have some very interesting articles indeed in this edition, apart from my one which is wonderfully average. Let me point you towards some of my
favourites: On pages 4 and 5 Becky Horton talks us through her fascinating experience with Psychiatry. Monica Sharman has an extremely insightful piece on Medical electives on pages 6 and 7. And on pages 18 and
19 you can find Omar Carney’s overview to MedSoc’s nominated charity for 2016/2017- Medical Aid for
Palestinians. Finally, our societies section on pages 14 and 15 introduces some societies here at UEA which
are global perspectives and lets us know how we can get involved!
The very astute of you will know that normally we have Professor Holland greet you all with his wise words at
the beginning of the Murmur. But alas due to obvious circumstances this can no longer be done. But on that
note, I would like to personally wish Professor Holland all the best as he begins his new adventure in Leicester! He was truly inspirational and I’m sure we can learn a great deal from his time at UEA.
I also wanted to take this opportunity to wish our fifth years the very best of luck with their finals next
month. I can’t imagine the feeling of being so close to finishing the journey through medical school. I’m sure
you will all do fantastically well and will all make UEA proud!
We are always looking for new people to come and work with us here at the Murmur. You can get involved
by emailing ueamedsoc1@gmail.com with any ideas. We understand that it can be tough to think of what to
write at first, so if you have a desire to join this fun group of writers, and enhance your CV of course, but
haven’t a clue where to start then you are more than welcome to get in touch and we can sort something out
together!

Finally, a big thank you to Jonas Kucevicius and the digital arts society at UEA for their help in designing our
brand new logo!
I hope you enjoy the edition!
Best wishes,
Mohammed Alwan
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Food for thought
By Lenny Lenaghan
The cephalic phase of gastric acid secretion allows the
gastrointestinal system to prepare for the arrival of
ingested matter long before the slightest morsel of
food has hit the palate. The nervous system can prepare for the impending arrival of food by stimulating
first the hypothalamus, and then to the medulla oblongata, where the parasympathetic activity of the vagus nerve stimulates the G- and parietal cells of the
stomach, giving rise to this anticipatory gastric secretion.

cess’ of thought (the physical brain, the physical neurons, the physical chemical and electrical signals, etc.)
from the ‘metaphysical origin’ of thought (the metaphysical mind, the metaphysical will, and the metaphysical phenomenon of consciousness).

Metaphysics tries to reason why conscious exists, at all
(why are we alert and aware of the external world, our
external sensations, rather than a consciously-dead yet
fully-functioning body-without-mind?), and in regards
to the philosophy of mind, attempts to explain the
Some of this stimulus is sensory, and thus, material
relationships between the physical and the metaphysi(i.e., relies on a physical process) and determined (i.e., cal (monism, dualism, mind-body arguments, etc.).
forces the series of physical and chemical events). A
Inevitably, this gives rise to the ‘problems of concacophony of aromatic particles will send the olfacto- sciousness’ – the ‘easy’ problem has since been totally
ry fibres wild, the sight of grease may trigger an imresolved by neurophysiologists, as it satisfactorily and
plicit classical conditioning causing us to salivate wild- demonstrably describes the structure, function, and
ly, and the playful brush-of-the-tongue of a friend’s
physical process behind thought. It does not, howevlunch will fool our mucosal lining into pumping out
er, explain the phenomenon of thought, mind, or
the protons that will never see that turkey leg.
will, and this remains an extremely disturbing proHowever, the gastric preparation for a meal yet to be spect for materialists, determinists, and empiricists.
found (let alone ‘had’) is not the most fascinating as- The two problems are often mistaken in popular phipect of this phenomenon – the same parasympathetic losophy, but within the hard problem lies another
stimulus can be aroused by the mere thought of food. issue of concern – the personal act of spontaneous,
Whereas smells, sights, and tastes may be materialisti- somatic will. Without the external influence of undeniable biological, chemical, and physical determinism,
cally boiled down to a complicated set of biological
cogs in a determined system of inevitability, there is a there remains a degree of ‘will’ in one’s actions that
can cause one to think of food, for example, but
spontaneity of free somatic thought that can ignite
such a reaction without external influence. In an ade- equally, to change one’s mind (this cannot be equated to
quately controlled environment, there exists a freedeterminism, since the process of thought is widely
dom of thought that can cause a person to selfaccepted to have different outcomes from closed, destimulate our parasympathetic nervous system withtermined environments of the same biological, chemiout an organic, material, determined process.
cal, or physical nature). This view, known as metaphysical libertarianism, is one of the strongest posiThere are two metaphysical issues, here - conscioustions held for the possibility of free will within a deness, and will.
terministic external world.
‘Metaphysics’, or ‘the nature of being’, is a branch of
Without physical matter to probe or observable data
philosophy that attempts to grapple with existence,
truth, and understanding in a way that ‘physics’ can- to graph, the metaphysical mysteries of both mind
not (since the latter is an empirical practice). It is im- and will are set to stay.
portant to distinguish, therefore, the ‘physical proThat’s certainly food for thought.
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Psychiatry- A student experience
By Becky Horton
(Patient details have been changed for confidentiality )

so fixed as I’d imagined. And that realisation leaves
an aching sense of vulnerability.

At the end of the day there is nothing, not even silence left,
heart heavy with thoughts. All day listening and learning
and loving; and it runs dry. Dry as though all the love in the
world was wrapped up in those minutes, the air pregnant as
you listened, each moment gaping with memories. It’s hard
to explain what it feels like to ask those questions, the permission you’re given, the gentle flutter as you examine their
deepest thoughts. More intimate than the naked body our
thoughts are more guarded, less mentioned. That feeling as
all your concern runs to them, living their moments, feeling
your way into their life; then stepping back, moving on, new
folder, change gear. Longing to know more, to understand…
then having to go. Showing your humanity whilst remaining
separate. Wanting to give all you have, but not fully allowed. Leaving part of yourself every day until you’re worn
out. Holding back tears; then willing them to come… as like
a wave, the salt clears the day.

‘What you had was a psychotic episode. Do you understand
what that means?’ Psychosis is a condition where you
lose touch with reality. Not knowing what is true.
Hearing voices. Unable to think straight. You could
try to imagine it, but perhaps you don’t want to. I
know that I don’t. Again, reading about it didn’t really prepare me for what seeing the effects looked like.
Imagine being bombarded with 10 voices at once, imagine having no idea which one is real, and not being
able to respond to any of them. Imagine not being
able to trust your own mind. You examine their
thoughts… ‘Do you feel like your thoughts are your own?’
‘How is your mood?’ each question helping you piece
together their experience. And what they tell you is
precious, like a gift you’re hesitant to accept, too valuI began my psychiatry placement with many quesable, not quite believing it’s for you. It’s like accepting
tions, and left with a whole new set. The symptoms
a cobweb, you unravel it with them… too much and it
I’d been reading about seemed so tightly bound up in will break, you’ll lose them. Not enough and the patrelationships, worldview, personality… I had absolute- tern remains a mystery.
ly no idea what to expect. How could I balance the
need to be both professional and compassionate?
How much was fair for me to ask? How could I know And the beads of their story are strung out along the
if what I felt was mine or theirs? How could thought cobweb, and you hold them gently and try to underbecome pathological? And how much did I consider stand, and you see where their illness started to seep
what really mattered to my patients? It was only expe- into their life. And sometimes it’s sad, but sometimes
it isn’t. And you want to grasp what is good. And the
riencing for myself that I grasped the enormity of
what I had been learning; this is what people live with rhythm of their thoughts dances through your mind.
day in, day out. I don’t have any tidy answers, or any
wisdom to impart, or even the right words to explain;
but here are some reflections on what it was like from The tempo changes as you reach the next patient,
slotting in line with theirs. She’s slight, shy, seems
where I was sitting…
unsafe. You ask after her dreams; ‘What happened last
night?’ and the pause draws out her thoughts. The air
He’s crouched in the corner, and when I approach
is stifled, we sit side by side, she fiddles with a piece
him he shrinks back a little. Black jeans, oversized
of a puzzle. You watch as the cardboard turns in her
hoodie, anxious expression. He tells me he speaks five fingers. ‘I don’t know.’ Comes the answer. Your eyes
languages, he’s worried he’s big headed, he knows
meet as you wait.
they are talking about him, he hears them. Occasionally he breaks our conversation and stares, and talks
to someone behind me. He seems to have forgotten I
am in the room and I’m left watching the fast chang- Continued overleaf...
ing emotions play across his face, listening to a conversation in which I do not play a part. The moment
gapes as it hits me that maybe our grip on reality isn’t
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An 18 year -old walks in with her daughter in a pram,
I don’t want to bring her to a mental health place she says.
She tells me of her life in care, she wants to be a good
mother, but her cleaning has got out of hand. Sweat
drips down the nape of my neck as I try to make sense
of what she is saying, but her words seem to come
faster than my ears can receive them and they build
up in the air between us like a house of cards. I know
it is senseless but I need to, I must, I can’t stop. And all
you think is how you really really really care and in
that silence you hold their thoughts.

And how much do we consider what really matters to
our patients? How much do we really know about
them? Do we know what they care about at the end of
the day, how they see the world, what they hope for,
what they consider valuable? And perhaps those
things are not truly ours to know. But maybe, just
maybe, we slip into reducing them to their age and
condition. And I wonder how often do we stop to
think about who they are. You try to balance being
relational and being objective. Feeling your way into
their life, then stepping back, moving on, new folder,
change gear. In those moments you care for them,
deeply. You block out the details in the busyness of
When a symptom affects so much of someone’s iden- your home life… but when you’re sitting down quietly
tity, asking questions feels almost like an invasion.
your mind is pulled back into their lives. Realising
And the pauses hang heavy in the air.
you’d forgotten gives a jolt of guilt; but how am I
even supposed to feel?
In the morning there are more patients, more lives,
more stories. Each time you listen it’s like riding their
thoughts, as though they were waves, the tide of their
emotions pulling you as you try to figure out what has

An 80 year -old woman with a cough
A 22 year -old mother with an acute abdomen
A 45 year -old teacher, admitted after a suicide attempt

gone wrong. You skim through textbooks in your
mind to match it, whilst still listening as a fellow human. Empathise, categorise, empathise, categorise.
Then comes the time to step back, change gear. Next.

A 16 year -old girl, with flashbacks after being raped
A 30 year -old business owner, sure she was being
tracked by an agency.

And the next patient walks in and you clear your
mind, shovelling thoughts to the side for later. Where
is the line between your feelings and theirs? How can
you know if you understand or if you’re going on
your own preconception? So you try not to see them
as a folder, remember who they are, remember who
you are; and you are both very valuable.

Pneumonia, gallstones, depression, PTSD, schizophrenia.
Breathless, in pain, hopeless, desperate, terrified.
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Towards Changing a Culture: The UK Medical Elective
By Monica Sharman
Introduced in the 1970s, the medical elective forms
an integral part of the medical curriculum in highincome countries, giving students the freedom to
choose anywhere in the world to spend their summer
experiencing a different health system. Currently, we
are seeing an increasing number of students undertake their elective overseas, with around 40% travelling to low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) [1].

qualified medical students may prove a burden to
host institutions, resulting in stress to an already under-resourced system [4]. These short-term placements
abroad often represent a one-way process where visiting students benefit disproportionately, with students
feeling under pressure to exceed their competencies.
This risks harm to disadvantaged local patients at
risk. Despite this, the elective module in many mediHowever, it has been widely discussed that there is a cal schools does not undergo rigorous analysis of
learning processes and outcomes, which are mandatolack of an agreed and comprehensive pre-departure
training within UK medical schools, failing to prepare ry for other parts of the medical curriculum [5].
students adequately for the ethical challenges that the Organisations and bodies responsible for UK medical
elective may bring [2]. Linked to this, the lack of glob- electives are beginning to recognise these challenges.
al health education within medical and postgraduate Medsin-UK have written extensively on the issue of
curricula is also widely acknowledged [3]. Why does
‘ethical electives’ [6]. A few UK medical schools are
all of this matter?
now developing bilateral partnerships, allowing students from LMICs an equal and fair opportunity to
We live in an increasingly globalised world, where
also experience the NHS. CHFI, Child Health Family
health systems have opened up to a transnational
flow of patients and health workers, where the ease of International which provides overseas placements,
air travel poses great threat to international health as place a strong emphasis on sustainability and global
we saw with the Ebola and Zika virus, and where the health ethics, posting various articles on this issue [7].
relevance of international institutions to the UK con- Also after attending the Electives Conference in Nov
tinues to rise as seen with things like WHO’s Surgical 2016, a few researchers at King’s College London described the success of their new and well-designed
Safety Checklist. The careers of today’s medical stu(free and open to all) MOOC on FutureLearn,
dents will span the next 50 years during which time
the relevance of global health in medical practice will ‘Preparing for an International Health Elective: Training in Global Health, Ethics and Safety’- see below
increase [3].
[8]. Building on these resources is the start of changThe elective therefore provides a unique learning op- ing the culture in the way we approach the elective.
portunity to explore health in a different context and
to understand how the socioeconomic, cultural and Medical schools must do more to ensure that tomorrow’s doctors are able to adapt to a changing profespolitical determinants can have a great impact on the
sional landscape. It must do more to ensure doctors
health of populations. Yet, the lack of comprehensive are able to practice safely and competently within difpre-departure training commonly fails to cover imferent contexts. And it must do more to prepare stuportant issues such as global health ethics, cultural
dents as they embark on their first global health expeawareness and language competencies, and is argued rience overseas during their medical elective.
to undermine meaningful learning. There are also
many ethical challenges to consider which fail to be
addressed. Discussions on the burden vs boost to host Suggested reading list overleaf…
institutions is important; the arrival of not-yet6

Suggested reading list
Although quite unconventional to have references in an article like this, I have decided to put
them in for anyone who would like to find out more about some of the things I talked about

[1] Miranda J, Yudkin J, Willmot C. 2005. International health electives: 4 years of experience.
Travel Med Infect Dis 3:133–141.
[2] Rahim A, Knights F, Fyfe M, Alagarajah J, Baraister P (2016). Preparing students for the ethical challenges on international health electives: a systematic review of the literatyre on educational
interventions. Medical Teacher 38: 911-920.
[3] Johnson O, Bailey SL, Willott C, Crocker-Buque T, Jessop V, Birch M, Ward H, Yudkin J.S.
(2012). Global health learning outcomes for medical students in the UK. The Lancet 379: 20332035.
[4] Dowell J, Blacklock C, Liao C, Merrylees N (2014). Boost or Burden? Issues posed by short
placements in resource-poor settings.
[5] Medsin UK. Electives: A Failed System? (2015). Available: http://medsin.org/blogs/electives-afailed-system. Last accessed 1/1/17
[6] Medsin UK. What is wrong with electives? (2015). Available: http://medsin.org/blogs/what-iswrong-with-electives. Last accessed 1/1/17.
[7] Child Health Family International. Global Health Programs and Resources. Available: https://
www.cfhi.org/global-health-programs-resources. Last accessed 1/1/17.
[8] FutureLearn. Preparing for an international health elective: training in global health, ethics
and safety (2016). Available: https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/health-electives. Last accessed
1/1/17.
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Medsin
By Mayura Meenakshi
Medsin-UK is student-led global health network and charity that aims to educate, advocate and act on imminent global health issues. Since its establishment in 1993, Medsin has come a long way and currently works
at local, regional, national and international levels. Our vision is to live in a world where equity in health is
not a dream but a reality for all. We work as a diverse group of like-minded individuals to create change by
thinking global and acting local.
At UEA, the Medsin committee 2016-17 consists of students from diverse backgrounds, with different areas
of interest. This has enabled us to organise and execute events focusing on a wide range of global health topics. We started off the academic year with a panel discussion on decriminalisation of drugs, followed by the
global health short course and a film screening of Fire in the Blood for World AIDS Day. Our events are
open to anyone who is passionate about global health or anyone that simply wants to know more about the
wider issues that affect health worldwide.
In the past, Medsin committees have done a splendid job in executing several successful events. Since we
took over from the previous committee, we have dedicated long hours to our events and advertising in order
to ensure that we engage as many individuals as possible and maintain the great reviews that Medsin has
previously received. We wanted to inspire students and staff alike, thus we have been promoting opportunities within campus as well as elsewhere. As a committee we attended the Glasgow National Conference in
November 2016 where we listened to the Chief Medical Officer of Scotland, Sir Harry Burns, who coined
the famous phenomenon called the ‘Glasgow effect’, as well as exploring poverty in the UK and how health
services can best cater to marginalised groups such as the homeless and refugees. The conference has also
allowed us to generate better workshops since. We have grown together as a committee and we are excited
for this New Year where we have some thought-provoking events lined up. We are set to finish the year having delivered a total of 12 events this year alone!
As a committee we believe that a small spark can start a fire, in the same way a conversation can start the
cascade of events leading to change. So come along, add us on Facebook and find out more about the big
impacts you can make as a medical student or as a tomorrow’s doctor on the frontline.

Photo:
Year 2 medical student, James Broadbent, delivering session 1 of 6 of the global health short
course on the Global Burden of Disease.
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Global Health: Silence Kills
By Rahul Mehta
If you had the opportunity to speak
up against injustice, would you
take it? Would you stand before
crowds and use your voice to call
attention to those who suffer in
silence?

Medecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors
Without Borders) has been using
its voice to fight ignorance and
bring change since 1971. It started
as a group of French doctors who,
infuriated by the West’s indifference to war crimes committed by
the Nigerian army, decided to create a medical strike force capable of
responding to disaster (man-made
or otherwise). However, medicine
by itself would not heal the
wounds of the oppressed; sometimes one voice is more powerful
than a thousand pills.
For their humanitarian efforts
across the world, MSF was awarded
a Nobel Peace Prize. As James Orbinsky, then-director of the NGO,
took to the stage and the applause
ended, he began his acceptance
speech with a simple request: for
the Russian army “to stop the
bombing of defenceless civilians in
Chechnya”. Considering the apolitical nature of most acceptance
speeches, this was an admittedly
awkward event. But it reinforced
the idea that the duty of humanitarian groups was not simply to
help the dispossessed, the vulnerable, but also to demand that those
in positions of power do the same.

Too long had the field of charitable action been associated with a
reluctance to speak out. While
Orbinsky was “not sure that words
can always save lives…silence can
certainly kill”.

(since October 2016). Syria saw 69
air raids on MSF facilities.

Just as with the Nigerian army, and
the Russian bombings, MSF were
honest and direct. They demanded
an independent inquiry, rejecting
Last year, MSF-supported hospitals offers from the US for army investiand clinics faced over 75 air at- gations on the basis of potential
tacks. One attack in particular bias.
stuck out amongst the maelstrom Much can be learned from the anof tragedy. In Kunduz, Northern ecdotes I’ve shared above. Firstly,
Afghanistan, a battle was raging MSF’s willingness to work in places
between Taliban militants and a that others dare not venture into is
coalition of US and Afghan fight- laudable and inspirational. To
ers. MSF was running a trauma place one’s life on the line in the
hospital for the wounded, treating service of others is admirable, and
worthy of our support (be it on Fapatients despite the fighting. That
cebook, or from your own wallet).
was until an aerial bombing raid
Also, one must never cower before
was carried out by a US helicopter the actions of powerful groups.
gunship on the hospital, killing 47 Whether it is fighting the pharmapeople and injuring many more. ceutical monopoly on HIV/AIDS
The supposed militants that the drugs in the developing world or
US army had been targeting did refusing to associate with any milinot exist, and an apology from tary organisations, MSF teaches us
Barack Obama confirmed this. to rise above the fear of reprisals
and place the safety and health of
This had only been one attack on
humanity over petty politics.
an MSF hospital in Afghanistan
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East Midlands Student Research Conference
By Haysum Asif & Omar Carney

3 weeks into uni; you’re 4 weeks behind on notes,
your PBL presentation is underdeveloped and your
diet 50 shades of beige. Instead of pulling yourself
together, why not leave your burdens behind with a
weekend away? They say you shouldn’t run from your
problems, but that’s exactly what we did when we attended this years East-Midlands Students Research
Conference (EMSRC).

UEA really showed exceptional talent on the day,
with the med school’s very own Alvin Katumba (5th
year) chosen to present the research from his intercalation year to the entire attendance. In addition to
this, a total of 10 posters and 10 oral presentations
from UEA were presented.

Each university takes it in turn to host the conference, with the most recent event held in Leicester. As
done so every year, a group of medical students from
across the cohorts attended under the lead of professors Tom Wileman and Marcus Flathers.

The entertainment was extensive; with clubs spanning
more than just one street and endless choice of cafes,
bars and shisha lounges, relaxing after a long day was
certainly the highlight of our trip.

The conference ended with a chance to reflect on the
day's events over a sensational evening meal at the
Jokes aside, every year our beloved UEA works along- university's student union, and gave us the chance to
side Leicester and Nottingham medical schools to
meet other medics from across the midlands.
showcase exceptional student talent in the field of
The night did not end when we arrived at the hotel,
research. The EMSRC is the region's leading student
for there was a lot more in store. With an entire city
conference, highlighting the essence of research-led
to explore, and the loyal ABC taxi service at hand, we
medicine for tomorrow's doctors and researchers.
set out into Leicester in high spirits.

Being our first year attending, we were unaware of
what a research conference involves. In spite of misconceptions, we were convinced by the end of the
weekend that this is a conference not to be missed in
the years to come.

The full day conference consisted of various sessions
ranging from presentations by leading academics, research posters and student lead workshops. With
such a vast range of topics discussed there was always
something of interest for everyone. For us, the most
daunting part of the day came when presenting our
poster, which we made using material from last years
research SSS. Our worries were however unneeded.

We hope by reading this article we have shed some
light on the enlightening experience of our first ever
conference. It was a unique chance for us to express
our enthusiasm and delve deeper into the world of
research. The welcoming and approachable environment of the EMSRC serves as a great platform to experience the conference setting for anyone, especially
those new to it.
We certainly have no reason to miss it next year, and
now neither do you; the whole event, from transport
to hotel accommodation and food, is free of charge.
Also to note is that one does not need to present anything to attend.

Answering questions from our peers was challenging,
yet only intrigued us further. It was rewarding to see Overleaf are some pictures from the event
those attending showing genuine interest in our
work; this reminded us of the reason why we took
part in research.
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Our very own UEA medic, Alvin
proudly representing the university as a
guest speaker showcasing his work during his intercalated degree.

The day was interspersed with key note
speakers giving us a chance to experience the pinnacle of research ability

After a hard days work there is nothing
better then returning to a fully furbished ensuite and buffet breakfast the
next day!

The key to all conferences is making
connections. Whether it be meeting
potential colleagues, or friends to stay
in touch with in the future
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My experience giving blood, and why you should too!
By Mohammed Alwan
I’m sure most of us, hopefully all, chose to pursue our
careers in medicine to help save lives; and I have no
doubt we will do so on a daily basis. To be presented
with a further chance to do so by giving blood, I
would hope that many of us would take the opportunity to extend this desire and give blood. I do apologise for the cliché but it is true; the fact of the matter
is that giving blood does save lives. And according to
NHS Blood and Transplant, we need over 6000 people to give blood every day to meet the needs of hospitals and patients. I wanted to write this piece so that
hopefully by knowing what goes on, you can feel
more comfortable starting the process to give blood.
Likewise, if you have done so before, this could be a
good prompt to set you on your way to give again!

ping you from being able to give blood. You will then
head into a room where a member of the team will
confirm some of the questions from the form with
you and then check your Haemoglobin levels. You
will then be offered a drink and some crisps (to get
that BP up of course) while you wait for your name to
be called up.
As the crescendo of your emotions boil over, it is finally time to give blood. The nurse will make sure
you are sitting comfortably, and ask which arm you
prefer to have the blood taken from; ideally your nondominant arm. They will then attach a blood pressure
cuff, and insert the needle into your antecubital fossa.
Now of course, because of the volume of blood being
taken it is a fairly large needle; but it really doesn’t
hurt as much as you think it would. I can’t lie to you
all and say it doesn’t hurt at all, because it is quite
uncomfortable at first, but that discomfort subsides
quite quickly. The process takes around 10 minutes,
during which you are encouraged to roll your fingers
and perform some simple leg exercises. When it finishes, the machine will give a little beep and the nurse
will come to your side and clear everything away.

What I quite like about giving blood is just how simple and easy it really is. Registration can all be done
online at www.blood.co.uk, you can also search for
venues in your area and make the booking within
minutes. In fact everything can be done online. You
can browse available dates and locations, and can
make a booking for the same day or months in advance if you so wish to.
When you arrive on the day, you are kindly greeted
and handed a quick form to fill out. This is to ask
You will normally stay seated for a couple of minutes
some simple questions similar to the ones filled out at
after it is over, just to make sure you aren’t feeling
registration, it’s all to make sure there is nothing stopfaint. If that is the case, they will can do a few things
to make you feel a bit better; this includes tilting the
seat back, giving you some cold water to drink, or
turning the fan on. You are then directed to a little
space with some snacks and drinks! You can stay
there as long as you wish, and they actually prefer if
you stay as long as you want to. Continued overleaf...
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After the first time giving blood, you will receive welcome pack in the post thanking you for your donation.
This includes a personalised keyring with your blood type written on it, and a donor card. You can give
blood again after three months, and you can continue to do so every three months, where you will be
acknowledged for your donations at certain milestones.
After every donation you will also get a text informing you exactly where your blood has been sent. For example, I can tell you that my last donation went to The Conquest Hospital in East Sussex- how random! You
might not find that as fascinating as I do, but for me it sort of epitomises the whole process. They do very
well to make you feel appreciated right from the very beginning and it certainly fills you an excellent sense of
accomplishment.

This is just to give you a rough idea of what you’ll come across on the NHSBT website and also to have an
idea of the dates coming up in Norwich. They are by no means guaranteed to have bookings but hopefully
useful to know what sort of places are donor centres and the frequency by which they are available.
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Societies
KAOS (Kids Action Over Seas)
KAOS is a student-lead charity society at the University of East Anglia that aims to improve the lives of children in need overseas.
For the past 9 years, KAOS has been supporting multiple charities such as, the Romanian Christmas Shoebox Appeal, New Hope Children Centres in Kenya and Cambodia & Khandel Light, India.
This year KAOS will be supporting Ethandweni (Zimbabwe), Mustard seed communities (Jamaica) and doing
a project work in Syria by building solar panels to provide electricity to multiple villages/schools/hospitals.
We have many events scheduled for this year such as Take Me Out which raised over £2000 Last year. This
year it took place on the 11th of February at the LCR and was a huge success!
This is also our 10th year anniversary for the fashion show. It’s always been one of the UEA biggest charity
events, featuring high street brands like Gap, Fat Face and Ann Summers and student societies too. We also
have performances from several UEA societies, such as Tamil society, KTroo, Royal Dance and African Caribbean Society. This year the KAOS fashion show will be taking place on the 19th of March at the LCR
In 2014/2015 KAOS won the award fundraising event of the year and got nominated again last year. This is
something we are aiming to win again this year - it is not an event to be missed!

KAOS is still looking for models and shop liaison volunteers. If you are interested in volunteering check out
the Facebook page ‘UEA KAOS 2016-2017’ or you can message the Facebook page (UEA KAOS).
The money raised from all our events will be used to help our charities and their cause.

UEA Amnesty International
Amnesty International is a global movement of more than seven million people who take injustice personally. At UEA we help contribute to Amnesty’s campaigns for a world where human rights can be enjoyed by all.
We meet every Monday to discuss possible campaigns that we as students can do around campus to raise
awareness and make a difference. Previous campaigns have included the closing of Guantanamo Bay, the
abolishment of the Death Penalty and more recently the Police Brutality in the US. Our upcoming campaigns this term will focus on anti-Trump and ‘We welcome refugees’.
We are also welcoming of any other campaigns people view as important and will get the whole society on
board to help. Also at the start of every meeting we do an urgent action, which involves sending a letter of
support to those wrongfully detained so we know that every week we are doing something proactive to help!
Later this term we are hoping to host Jamnesty, a live music event in the Blue Bar where possibly a few refugees may perform! So keep an eye out on our Facebook page, or even come along to a meeting! We are open
to suggestions and love other students’ involvement and interest.
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UEA Friends of MSF

A brand-new society has entered the scene this year: Friends of Medecins Sans Frontieres (FoMSF). This was
set up with the aim of campaigning for, fundraising and supporting the non-profit organisation Medecins
Sans Frontieres, more commonly known as Doctors without Borders. The society comprises of a dedicated,
dynamic and passionate group of students from a range of courses.
With a variety of music, social and film-orientated events last term, FoMSF offers a fantastic opportunity to
learn about global health, engage with like-minded individuals, and support an inspirational international
organisation. Our meet-and-greet social was a roaring success with engaging presentations, interactive workshops and plenty of food to go around. Keen to build a network with other societies, FoMSF attended the
Music Society showcase and set up a stall in the Hive to promote MSF’s work and also raise funds for the
charity. A screening of the film Fire in the Blood in conjunction with MedSin was a great opportunity to learn
about the interaction between pharmaceutical companies and access to AIDS drugs.
Having reviewed the society’s successes and areas for improvement, the committee have a range of exciting
events planned for next term. FoMSF’s presence at the Refreshers fair is a good opportunity to engage with
the committee and learn more about global health. Liaising once again with the Music Society, Beats without
Borders is a new event planned for next term which will incorporate MSF, global health and, of course, music! Along the same theme, Food without Borders promises to be a great evening of food, engaging discussion and socialising. Finally, the committee hopes to organise a team of keen athletes to walk, jog or sprint
the annual MSF Fun Run in London. 2017 is set to be an exciting year for FoMSF and everyone in the committee hopes to see many new faces at our events next term.

UEA Migrant Solidarity Campaign
The Migrant Solidarity Campaign (MSC) has existed for two years at UEA and has changed dramatically
within this time period. It has developed from being a donation and collection based society which was purely set up to provide aid and resources to those in need, and has developed into a society which raises awareness about global and local Migrant issues, and works towards creating effective and positive change for those
involved in the global refugee and migrant Crisis.
MSC concerns itself with raising money for projects which aid the quality of life and prospects for refugees/
migrants, all of which includes those who are fleeing their country of origin, residing in refugee camps or
those who are currently living in the U.K.
As well as this we work in conjunction with other societies and projects such as MFJ (Movement For Justice),
Spoken Word Society and Undoing Borders in organising demo's, delivering workshops, and putting together poetry and music nights as a way of creating a conversation about the Migrant crisis in the hope that it will
lead to a change in attitudes, actions and the reality for the many migrants/refugees who are being failed by
the countries around them.
Coming up in the next few weeks MSC will be taking part in the 'One Day Without Us' campaign, producing a 'Wake.Up.Love More' zine as well as working in conjunction with MFJ to host the 'Speak Up for Refugees' music and poetry open mic night on February 10th.
Our aim is to provide care, solidarity, and produce a positive change in the current attitudes towards migrants in the U.K. and around the world.
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London to Paris and back: Bonjour, saddle sores
By Tommy Payne
On Sunday September 11th, myself and 4 other 3rd years embarked on a slightly less-than-average weekend
ride. Since May, we had been planning on undertaking the 330-mile journey to fundraise for the Alzheimer’s
society with training commencing after exams. Despite our thorough(ish) preparation, I don’t believe any of
us were truly ready for jaunt ahead.
Day 1: We set off at 9:30am, with the riding being
simple as Ali guided us through the streets of his
home city. This was enjoyable for an hour or two,
until London was behind us and we encountered
terrain unfamiliar to any Norfolker: hills. Slogging
up the first one was made significantly more difficult when a lean, lycra-clad chap mashing a huge
gear on his £6,000 Pinarello passed us effortlessly
with no sign of breathlessness. His seemingly sardonic utterance of “Good morning gentleman” as
he proceeded to do hill repeats offered enough of
an assault on our egos to last a lifetime.
1. Our starting point - Westminster. Ethan's garish jersey is, perhaps, a more promiThis incident aside, we soon accidentally came
nent feature than the London Eye.
L to R: Dan Price, Ali Bharmal, Ethan Sikorski, Tommy Payne & Michael Williams
across the “London to Brighton” ride and were
able to nurse our hurt pride by overtaking some of the more amateurish folks, although this didn’t stop me
getting dropped from our group from time to time. From then on, we cruised towards Newhaven ferry port
and arrived just before 4 o’clock, getting into Dieppe at 11pm. The “HotelF1” was a welcome sight on the
other side in all of its 1-star glory.

Day 2: The legs were a bit stiff on departure but
the countryside of Normandy was incredibly beautiful and it was 30oC, so there were few complaints
there. I started to get dropped from the back of
our little peloton at 50 miles and at this point I
questioned whether I was truly Paris-bound. I’d
like to put this down to unnoticed brake-rub but
which is more likely due to just being bad at cycling.

2. Just before setting off from HotelF1 in front of their secure cycle-park
facility/sketchy fence we locked our bikes to

We continued through the idyllic campagne and
stopped at an excellent boulangerie in Marines
which allowed Dan to do his favourite thing (i.e.
eating).

The last 50km was particularly eventful. Michael punctured 20 miles from the end followed by Ethan succumbing to the same fate 6 or so miles later. The new tube was then over-inflated and exploded. It was
10:00pm, so we were all feeling exceptionally deflated (sorry).
Continued overleaf...
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It was a huge relief when we passed through Franconville and the rest of the Parisian suburbs to see the Eiffel
tower illuminated in the distance. The saddle sores were at their most noticeable now - our 11:00pm arrival
at the hostel could not have come any quicker.
Day 3: Anyone would think we’d been doping, because day 3
flew by. Setting off at 6am meant we avoided traffic and saw the
sunrise over the rolling hills. We were able to save significant
time compared with previous days with excellent leading at the
front by Dan and Michael.
Quite worryingly, Dan’s spokes began to break sequentially and
his wheel was wobbling all over the place. We made it about 10
more miles like this back to Marines (sadly the boulangerie was
shut) where there was a tourist office. The woman there called a
friend who then called her husband. He then arrived and took
Dan and his bike whilst we drafted the car for 5 or 6 kilometres
to a bike shop in the middle of nowhere. A strange experience
indeed.
From then on the cycling was exceptional and the views we were
afforded seemed perhaps even better than day 2 owing to the
comparative ease we tackled the ride with.
3. In front of the Eiffel tower on our rest day.

The only hitch was Michael’s tyre splitting 8km from Dieppe –
I bodged it with some glue and a puncture repair kit and it lasted until South Croydon.

Day 4: The less said the better. Our legs were in pain and the
hills of Surrey were near-insurmountable. We eventually
crawled back into Westminster having had many more punctures and nearly being run into the pavement by London bus
drivers. When we were finally able to pull over in front of Big
Ben, it was an enormous sense of achievement but also of
quiet relief that we no longer had to spend entire days in the
saddle or tinkering with the bikes incessantly.

To date, we have raised a staggering £1,200 including Gift
Aid and we would like to say a huge thank you to all of those
who have donated to the worthy cause that is the Alzheimer’s
society.

4. Journey’s end.
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Medical Aid for Palestinians
By Omar Carney
During her time in Beirut she would live through
tribulations of constant heavy bombardment, the killing of unarmed civilians and being held at gunpoint
Every year MedSoc enlist its medical students to select for refusing to stop treating patients. Here would be
a suitable charity to benefit from the generous dona- her first witness of the horrific massacre of Palestinitions taken from various events throughout the year. ans and the fuel required to form Medical Aid for
Whether it be posing nude for the MedSoc calendar Palestinians.
or escaping for the weekend during jailbreak, fundraising ideas are kept as entertaining as possible while Following her return to London, Dr Ang established
Medical Aid for Palestinians with a committed group
donations persist to go to a great cause. Voting revealed the charity chosen for 2016/17 would be Med- of friends including Major Derek Cooper and his
ical Aid for Palestinians (MAP). MAP is a charity that wife, Mrs Pamela Cooper.
works to deliver healthcare and support to Palestinians affected by conflict, occupation and displacement What they do:
across regions of the occupied Palestine, West Bank, For 30 years Medical Aid for Palestinians has been
Gaza and in the refugee camps in Lebanon.
reaching out to the most vulnerable Palestinian comIntroduction:

munities, striving to achieve the highest attainable
standard of healthcare in hostile and difficult conditions. Working on three fronts they attempt to proFoundations of the charity were laid during the Israeli vide aid to the most in need; sustain independence
invasion of Lebanon in 1982. At the time unrelenting for communities, and speak out against injustice in
bombing of Beirut was broadcasted around the world the region on a global scale.
with an international plea to assist in the treatment of
victims. Heard by a young promising orthopaedic sur- The emphasis on developing facilities on site in vulgeon from London, Dr Swee Chai Ang resigned from nerable locations gives MAP the ability to respond
her job, said her farewells to her husband and set off quickly and efficiently to humanitarian crises.
to a war torn Beirut. Arriving she began work in a
Continued overleaf...
refugee camp hospital.
About the charity:
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all members of a family. Developing primary care is
Working closely with experienced local services to
therefore important to ensuring all people have access
provide access to essential healthcare to improve man- to high-quality primary care which is equitable, effiagement, co-ordination and delivery.
cient and affordable.
MAP supports projects led by local communities to
instil independence and further resilience for the region. It gives a chance for Palestinians to begin to
move away from reliance on international aid and
build up networks to improve the protection of their
own societies.

MAP has continued to support the Palestinian Association of family medicine (PAFM). Working together
they have established a new programme of
“International Development of family medicine in
Palestine” (IDFMP). Fifteen highly motivated and talented participants have just enrolled on a residency
programme where they have the opportunity to work
MAP is not only a provider of much needed assistance but a voice for the unheard population of Pales- and train in two newly accredited family medicine
tinians. The charity plays an pivotal role in shedding training centres, the first of their kind in the West
Bank, developing core competencies, upholding interlight to the root causes of major crises and raising
awareness among the British public and also interna- national standards. Recent progress has shown to be
very encouraging and in time should firmly place famtionally.
ily medicine as an integral part of the Palestinian
healthcare system.
The rise of General practice:

As the health sector improves nations must face new
challenges of the growing burden of chronic disease
alongside an aging population. The Palestinian health
sector is no exception to this.

Conclusion:

With many opportunities to donate; I’m sure we’ll
raise a whole lot of money this year. I hope that we all
remember to donate generously for a very worthwhile
cause; not least to our brave souls partaking in Jailbreak! For more information on what they do and for
The growing need for “family medicine” can be key to
more chances to donate visit http://www.mapmeeting these challenges, as it combines a patientuk.org/
centred approach to providing continuous and comprehensive care across the lifetime of a patient and to
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“The iron never lies to you.”
By Osas Utubor
“You can walk outside and listen to all kinds of talk,
get told that you’re a God or a total bastard. The iron
will always kick you the real deal. The iron is the great
reference point, the all-knowing perspective giver. Always there like a beacon in the pitch black. I have
found the iron to be my greatest friend. It never
freaks out on me, never runs. Friends may come and
go but 200 pounds is 200 pounds”

Some people may not class weightlifting as exercise.
Some may choose not to call it a hobby. I disagree.
Every time I step into the gym, there is always a challenge for me. A challenge to get stronger, to get fitter,
to get better at doing what I do. It has helped me to
develop and to grow as a person but most of all, the
gym has taught me discipline and loyalty. Weightlifting is a journey, not a sprint- I have set personal goals
to achieve and I may not be there but after each
workout, I know I am closer than I was yesterday.

In the summer of 2015, I had completed my first year
of medical school and I was looking for something to
keep me going over the summer. A challenge. Some- If you haven’t tried weightlifting before then I strongthing interesting, fun but notably a new experience. I ly suggest you give it a go. Go with a friend if you’re
feeling intimidated or shy. That’s what I did – no big
started going to the gym.
deal! It is a male-dominated area but more women are
getting into weightlifting. The iron doesn’t discrimiTo be more specific, I started weightlifting. I started
nate.
making friends with the iron.
I still remember my first day, it was tough, it was fun
but most of all, I had started a journey to a new me,
without even knowing. Very soon, I was on a 3-day
gym programme and discipline started to grow inside
me. I would never miss a workout, I would never
make an excuse, I would always find the time to fit an
hour in my schedule for the gym. This continued
when I re-started university in September and I don’t
ever want to stop.

A lot of people use medicine as an excuse to not get
involved in extra-curricular or to pick up a new hobby. Stop that. There is a time for everything. If it’s
important to you, you will find a way, if not, you will
find an excuse.
If you’re still not convinced, there are lots of running
machines in the gym – go get yourself a good cardio
workout instead!
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Art Competition

"This year we wanted to allow students the chance to demonstrate their extra-curricular talent, and decorate the room of requirement at the same time. So we put on an annual art competition where students art
can be framed in the room of requirement. Judged by Catherine Butcher and Professor Holland, Hannah
Reily was this year's winner. Watch the room of requirement as her art will be framed and put in there

Tina Wu

Hannah Reily
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Hayley Robinson:

Amy Jiang

Haseeb Khawar: Painted using acrylics
on an A3 canvas board
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To end on a rather humorous but equally important point, here’s a picture I recently came across and very much enjoyed. Hopefully it speaks for itself!
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